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power is s1ripped of

If men repress their
nurturing talents their

Vo. XII Number 14

humanitarian discipline.
._Theodore Rozak

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

February 3, 1972

Book Store
Offers Discount
Monday , January 31st, a new
semester began at NSC . With the
start of the new semester came a
5% student discoun( at the
campus bookstore . This discount
will be levied on ALL items in the
store. The discount percentage is
tallied at the cash register so the
customers can see the reduction
they are getting. The discount will
not be built in to the price of the
articles.
Mr. Vincent Porcaro, manager
of the bookstore, related his views
to THE INDEPENDENT
concerning the discount and the
reasons for initiating it. Mr.
Porcaro explained that formerly,
the bookstore was "fiscally
healthy - showing a positive
business profit." With this profit,
Mr. Porcaro said, the bookstore
was able to expand, purchase
higher ca liber b ooks and
contribute to the College Co-Op .
The 5% discount will now
eliminate the profit; therefore ,

eliminating the donations to the
Co-Op . The ' bookstore had been
one of the major contributors to
the Co-Op.
Mr. Porcaro related that last
semester Student Org .
representatives came to a Co-Op
meeting with the information that
Student Org. was no longer
in terested in getting money fo r
st ud ent affairs from t h e
bookstore. They said, students
would rather see savings in book
prices. Mr. Porcaro said, "the
savings are not that much. -The
profit margin for . the store was
only 7% last year." This allows
the bookstore to give only the 5%
discount: that is, five cents t_o the
dollar .
Mr. Porcaro believes "the
students are forfeiting sums of
money" which could be used for
lounges , reading rooms and
rennovations for "just a few
cents."

By Gene Fixler

On Thursday February 3, 1972
the College Center Board Human
Relations Committee will be
presenting Pete Seeger in concert
in the TP A. Seeger's appearance
shall represent a departure from
the usual lecture format of the
Committee but in many ways it
will re-inforce the attempts to
involve the student community in
causes that merit its energy. The
concert will be free and will
commence at I :40 P.M.
Folk musician , Pete Seeger,
was born in New York City in
19 19 of parents who were
professionals in the music field .
His ancestors came to New
England three centuries ago and
produced_ their share of religious
dissenters, abolitionists and
similarly independent thinkers His
uncle, Alan Seeger, was the poet
who wrote the famous and
propheti " I Have A Rendezvous
With Death" shortly before being
killed on World War l battlefield.
Pete Seeger left Harvard befo re
- graduation for unsuccessful tries
at art and journalism. Then he
turned to folk music, to which he
had been introduced in 1935
when his father took him along to
a North Carolina square dance and
folk ballad festival. Here he first
heard and fell in love with the
participate and also provide a long-necked 5-string banjo which
source of pleasure for all who see
is now almost his trademark, and
them.
to which some say even bears a
The combination of ·sign physical resemblance to his lean
language, mime, and music with 6'1" Yankee frame.
simultaneous narration strives to
He spent a year or so listening
open new horizons of meaning to
to recordings in the Archives of
the public. The narrators provide
American Folk Song in the
the sim u 1tane o us voice-over
Library of Congress, and more
translations as well as act in the
months knocking around the
performance. Innovated music has
country learning songs and
been created especially for the
technique directly from the folk
company and is supplied by the
musicians themselves. By 1940, he
(Continued on Page 3)
was appearing on CBS Radio with

National Theater
Of Deaf Due
On February 4th
The stage of the Newark State
College Theatre for the
Performing Arts will offer the
theatrical presentation of the
National Theatre of the Deaf "My
Third Eye" on Friday, February
4, at 8:00 p.m. Accompanied by
music and · narration, the
performance is designed for
hearing as well as deaf audiences.
Its specific purpose is to create a
new and vibrant theatre form
which would be a source of pride
to the gifted deaf actors who

Seeger Coming To NSC
such masters as Woody Guthrie ,
-Leadbelly , Josh White and Bu rl
Ives on programs by Folklorist
Alan Lomax. With these men ,
Seeger helped pave the way for
the current tremendous revival of
interest in folk music in the
U.S.A. After a three year army
hitch in World War 11 , he resumed
a career that hs since grown in
scope and variation .
The Weavers, a quartet Seeger
organized in 1950, are often
credited with launching folk
music into the big time, breaking
the trail for the Kingston Trio ,
Peter , Paul & Mary, and similar
groups. Well over 4 million
Weavers' records of such classics
as "Goodnight Irene" and "Old
Smokey" were sold before he left
the group to go solo in 1957.
"There are a zillion guitar and
banjo pickers in the land today,"
The Miami Herald said recently,
"and a lot of people will tell you
it's all because Pete Seeger helped
bring back something the country
had lost : its own music."
He has recorded over sixty LP's
for Columbia Records, Folkways
Records, and other labels, edited
various songbooks and folk music
magazines. Currently his
recordings are released and sold in
En gland , France , Ireland ,
Australia, Japan, Holland and the
Soviet Union. His recordings in
France have won Grand Awards.
In a recent LP for Columbia "God
Bless The Grass," there is a unique
distinction of having special liner
notes written for this album by
Supreme Court Justice William 0.
Douglas.
Pete and his wife, Toshi,
founded Folklore Research Films
and some of their movie shorts
and other films, for which Pete
composed the background music,.
have won prizes in Jnteinational

competition. The 1968 Olympics
Commi t tee in M exico
commissioned Pete to compose a
song for a special Olympic film .
Pete will also appear in the film .
Pete's manual, "How to Play the
5-String Banjo" is one of the most
popular banjo instruction books
in the country.
Pete Seeger is one of the most
active and sought after concert
artists in the country. Requests
for his appearance before all kinds
of audiences have cuased a
considerable backlog of bookings.
Over the years he has appeared in
concerts and television in
England, Ireland, France, Holland ,
Japan,. New Zealand, Australia,
Israel , India, Ghana, Nigeria,
Denmark, Tanzania, USSR,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Mexico,
Italy, West Germany and East
Germany. His overseas trips have
gained for him worldwide
recognition.
Pete Seeger has not only
revived a lot of old songs, but has
written new ones. Among the
dozens he has authored or
co-authored are such hits as
"Turn, Turn, Turn ," "Kisses
Sweeter Than Wine ." "Talking
Union ," "Where Have All The
Flowers Gone?" "If I Had A
Hammer ," and "Waist Deep In
The Big Muddy." Old songs or
new, songs from Texas or Georgia
or Africa, Spain or Wales, Pete's
concerts have always featured
audience participation. As he says,
"My programs have a lot of songs
that don't sound right unless the
crowd joins in."
Currently a television series,
"Rainbow Quest," which features
Pete in a one hour program with
many outstanding performers in
the world of folk music, is now
(Continued on Page 2)
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Results Of NSC Sept. Encounter Lab

Students Evaluate.
Encounter '71
by Marla Cohen
Newark State College
Encounter Laboratory
September 9-12, 1971,
Starlight, Pa.
Participant Evaluations
No. of Participants: 74
No. of Responses: 55
1) Did the laboratory method
employed meet your expectations
of an encounter experience?
42 checked "yes" 7 checked
"no." Once checked both yes and
no; two stated that' they did.n 't
know. The positive responses were
qualified with such comments as
"more tha n I expected,"
''stimulating," "a human
experience," "I know I was •
helped," and "my expectations
were open ." The negative
responses showed an even more
considerable difference of opinion
of what "expectations" were.
Disappointment in the lab was
due to: "too much structure" (a
theme which recurrs throughout
the questionnaire; "not enough
T -group time" (this is also
restated several times later on); a
"poorly picked trainer;" and too
much discussion of the past rather
~n the her and now in the
group. Although the word
"expectations" was not clearly
defined in the question, responses
indicate that, over all, most
everyone felt satisfied with the
experience. Perhaps, if the
respondents had been asked to
clarify what it was that they
expected, the answers would have
been more meaningful.
2) Did you participate in all
T-group meetings?
Again, "participate" is vague here:
does it me an "attend" or
"actively contribute to" group

Seeger
(Continued from Page 1)

being syndicated in many cities in
the United States. This series have
received critical praise. He has
made recent appearances on the
CBS SMOTHERS BROS.• TV
Hour, and is now devoting more
time to television.
He traces his current special
popularity on University
campuses to students for whom -

meetings? Most responses left this
unclear; in any event, 52 checked
"yes," and only 3 checked "no."
This shows a large degree of
committment and very little
absenteeism . Of the negative
responses, one stated that he
missed one meeting; another said
that he walked out on the last 15
minutes of the last session.
3) Would you consider the
laboratory a learning experience
for you?
53 answered "yes," one replied
" no," and one more offered no
comment. The participants
claimed they learned: "about
myself and · others" (3); "about
honesty and esteem;" 'Tm not so
unique. My feelings have many
similarities_with others' feelings."
"about feelings and problems and
how to deal with them;" "that
I'm the person I want to be ;"
"that there are two levels of
experience , group and personal."
The nega live response was
explained thus: "l learn more
from unprepared interaction."
Most respondents did not explain
themselves, but rather, simply
checked "yes"; however, the
learnings mentioned are quite
significant and important.
4) Did you freely react and
interact in the T-group whenever
you desired?
(one response , "Does anybody?"
presents an important point here .)
34 checked "yes," 21 checked
"no." 14 of the lattor group
explained that they held back,
especially at first , either because
they didn't trust the group
enough, felt that they were "being
pushed to participate", that they
might "hamper the group." One
said he "finally broke down at the
end." Two said they felt inhibited
because the leader of their group
"couldn't stand the pressure" and
"hung his trip on us." Again, very
few of the postivie responses were
qualified ; however, these people
claimed they "felt at ease," that
they could communicate when
they needed to most. One claimed
that he interacted "100% of the
time" that he desired.

and with whom _ he first sang
when they were children in
· summer camps. "They're starting
to graduate now and to run for
Congress," he says.
Most recently Seeger ha been
traveling the Hudson River in New
York State lecturing & singing on .
a sloop designed to bring
attention to the need for cleaning
up the water & air in our
environment. Many celebrities
. have joined him on this tour,
including such well-known artists
as Don McClean.
Of the widening national
interest in folk music he notes
"People are searching for roots ~ I
a world of chaotic change. To fmd I
roots you go back to he l
1
beginning."
• '·
•
(

I

lfl J ~

The question, "what type of
trainer or perception of the
trainer is associated with these
responses?" could profit by
further research.
5) Did your trainer serve as a
learning model facilitator for you
and the group?
Again, the majority of the
responses is positive; 45-7 , with
one answe~g "somewhat," and
tw; . offenng no comment.
Ju grng _from the remarks
~ccompanymg the responses, few,
if . any , understood o~. had. a
uruform conc~~t of ,, learnmg
~odel fac1htator.
M~st
mterpreted the phrase accordmg
to v~rious personality traits or
tec~ques of the traine_r'. Of the
positive responses, qualities such
as warmth, genu~l)ss, sensitivity,
and understandmg were most
oft~n cited. As for techniques,
some liked directiveness ('-'He
t t

I ,

,

~

) ,

controlled always and worked on
one member at a time") while
others liked nondirectiveness ("He
let you figure out your own
solutions;" "He became like a
participant") Other techniques
mentioned positively were
role-playing, doubling, and
psychoth'erapy. One expressed a
feeling of identification with the
trainer as his basis for considering
the trainer a "learning model
facilitator."
There were several ideas used
just as often to qualify a negative
response as a positive one. Some
claimed they would have liked a
"strong" controlling leader and
were disappointed in the
· non-directiveness of leaders who
" became like participants" or
. were "too distant and
unspontaneous." Yet others
resented the leader who they
perceived as "trying to force
feelings." Other reasons for not
considering the trainer to be a
"learning model facilitator" (as in
the case of several reactions to
one trainer) was that he "needed
help himself," that his "personal
needs forced the group into things
they didn't want," and one
expressed a fear of the same
trainer.
These responses point to a
general conception of the model
trainer as being much more
stronger, mentally stable ,
empathetic, caring, warm, and
confident of his ability than
anyone else in he group.
6) • Participan s' reaction o
their trainers were large ly positive,
and elaborations of question 5.
The responses seem to indicate
that the perception of the trainer
effects the group member's
perception of virtually every other
aspect of the weekend. If a
participant liked his trainer, he
would more than likely react
favorably to the surroundings, the
idea of continuing with follow-up
groups on campus, and the idea of
learning to be a student assistant
~ future groups.
The favorable qualities
attributed to trainers were similar
to those cited in item five:
undemandingness (9) ; warmth,
sympathy, strength, directness,
perceptiveness, trust of group,
willingness to learn and play the
role of participant (6), "excellent
techniques" (5), and the "ability
to know where his limits were."
Leader qualities cited as
unfavorable were:
Competitiveness, a trainer's
attempt to impress the group with
his strength and control,
"pushiness," lack of faith in
himself, impatience, lack of
rapport with the group and lack
of trust and emotional stability
(6). 85% of the responses,
however, indicated positive
feelings toward the trainer.
7) Suggestions and/or
criticisms for the lab (This
question should have been put last
because the answers got confused
with later questions.)
The main criticism was that the
structure was too rigid, the
schedule was too crowded, and
there should have been more free
time. 24 in particular stated that
there was not enough time in
T-groups. Ihr~~cPlore ~xpressed

the feeling of "being herded
around like cattle." Only one
person said he "couldn' t think of
any inprovement."
Only two of the suggestions
contradicated the spirit of the
criticisms: one said that
attendance should have been
required at all meetings ; and
another stated that the increasing
lack of adherance to the schedule
showed a decline of "personal
responsibility." Most suggestions,
however, indicated a desire for
more freedom. Four said that the
group should live together, one
mentioned the idea of a kitchen
open all day so that the group
wouldn't have to break for meals.
Several requested that there be
less or at least optional special
sessions; several others suggested
that the lab should be open to the
public, and that students should
be able to receive academic cr~dit.
Two would have liked better
trainers and perhaps a better
system of screening for them;
another complained that the
contract was "bullshit." Nine
offered no comment.
8) Reactions to the Special
Sessions: Art, Psychodrama,
Movement ~ Bioenergetics,
Meditation & Fantasy.
Regarding the specialties in
general , six said that they were
distracting and hampered the
group's progress by breaking up
the continuity of the day . One,
however, said he liked to have the
day broken up. Nine responded
that the specialties ·were too many
and too long and "drawn out," or
simply that they "took away too
muchtimefromthegroupsothat
there was not enough time to get
into any one thing." Three
claimed that the combination of
three groups (as was arranged for
special sessions) formed too large
a group. E !even, however,
considered the session to be good ,
"helpful," and "interesting."
As for the responces to the
individual sessions:
20 expressed positive feeling
concerning the Art sessions,
ranging from "ok" to "good" to·
"useful" to "great." Only three
claimed that they disliked Art,
but did not explain why.
13 enjoyed Movement to some
degree ; 20 said that they disliked
it either ·because the instruction
w as ''too structured,''
"irrelevant," or "u•nfeeling."
18 said that they found the
Psychodrama to be "rewarding"
and ','meaningful;" 4 considered it
to be "confusing," "poor;-' etc.
· Only four claimed that they
liked Meditation & Fantasy; four
others said that they "couldn't get
into it.''
As for Bioenergetics, there
were naturally few responces to
this activity because no one
attended. Three offered· no
comment.
9) The reactions to the
location, Camp B'nai B'rith,
Starlight, Pa., were largely quite
positive ; 32 imply that the place
was "good" or "ok." Three
termed it "fair." Specifically,
many stated that they like the
country atmosphere , the housing,
the staff, the food , the "free
flowing feeling" . The main
c o m p 1 a i n t s w e re: t he
accommodations (2) and the
(0 I , ,.

groups meeting places (3) were
uncomfortable ; there were too
many bugs (3) too much noise
restriction (2) that the grounds
were "too spread out" (six said
that they would have preferred a
closed hotel) ; and the food was
"lousy" (6). Suggestions included:
the trainers should mingle more
with group members, especially at
meals; accommodations should
have been co-ed ; and that there
was not enough bathrooms and
supplies.
10) 39 stated that they were
definitely interested in
participating in T-groups on
campus, five said "maybe," six
said "no," and four offered no
comment. Unfortunately, very
few of the participants who
responded affirmatively have
actually attended any of the
weekly T-groups formed on
campus. One commented that
perhaps a three-day weekend
would be more helpful than the
weekly group.
1 I) When asked about what
they would like the weekly
on-campus groups to focus on, 20
replied, "whatever arises - all
personal problems;" another 20
offered on comment; 15 gave
other suggestions, like "self
w o r t h , ' ' ' •d e pe nd en cy
relationships," "understanding
s e l f,'' '•psychodrama , ''
"responsibility," "loneliness,"
"feelings with out fear,"
"growth," "trainer Training". It is
interesting that only one response
mentioned any of the specialties
offered at the lab. The need of the
participants seems to indicate a
desire for freedom and
spontaneity rather than a
structure, a set program, or
"topic".
12) When asked , "Are you
interested in learning to be a
student assistant in encounter
groups?" 25 checked yes, 2 I
checked no, 2 said maybe, and 6
offered no comment. Again , very
few have actually followed up on
their expressed desire to cotrain.
In view of the enthusiasm that
these questionnaires show, it is
e~cially disappointing that there
has been such ·meagre response to
the program of groups set up on
campus. One can speculate that
perhaps many are attracted to and
excited by the four-day weekend
Encounter Laboratory at least
partly because it is held at a
distant, new location, giving the
participants an opportunity to
"get away," and perhaps to isolate
themselves in a temporary
community where they can
concentrate more fully on their
interpersonal relationships. This,
needless to say, is very difficult to
achieve in a 2-hour group which
takes place in between many
· other types of activity; although
this experience is more
intermingled with "reality" and
therefore has benefits of its own.
Is it the far-away location, the
4-day experience, that is more
attractive to students? This
question will be answered when
the response comes in for the
Marathon planned to take place
du ring spring vacation in a
location near campus, (infact,
Please let us know if you would
be interested in participating by
(Contin ued on Page 10)
, ,
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ls AAS Asimov To
Be Presented. By
Townsend Lecture
The Newark State Townsend
Lectu re Committee will present
Isaac Asimov , popular science
fiction writer, on Febraury 22nd ,
at l :40 PM , in the Theatre for the
Performing Arts.
Isaac Asimov was born in
Petrovi~hi, U.S.S.R. in 1920.
Came to the United States in
1923 and grew up in Brooklyn ,
New York.
After attending public schools
in B rooklyn, he went on to
Columbia University from which
he received his B.A. in 1939 , M.A.
in I 94 J and Ph.D. in 1948 - aU in
chemistry. In 1949 he joined the
faculty of the -Bio-chemistry
Department of the Boston
, University School of Medicine . He
became an Assistant Professor
there in 195 J and since 1955 has
been Associate Professor.
He is a man of restless energy
and far-reaching curiosity who is
fascinated by all branches of
science. Twenty years of success
in the field of science fiction have
helped him achieve a writing style
both dramatic in expression and
clear in thought.
Mr. Asimov has now written
nearly fifty books. In science
itself his writings have ranged
from a textbook on biochemistry
for medical students and a

Campus
Art
Exhibit

two-volume general study of
modern science for the intelligent
layman down to a small book on
man-made satellites for
eight-year-olds. He has created a
series of books on mathematical
subjects: Realm of Numbers,
Rea lm of Measure, Rea lm of
Algebra and another series on the

derivation of English words and
phrases from various sources:
Words of Science, Words from the
Myths, Words in Genesis.

He began writing in 1938. " I
had been reading science fiction
si nee I 929 and I gradually
developed the de sire to write my
own. So l did." In addition to
being one of the finest science
fiction novelists living, he is also
the author of a number of
textbooks and opular works, on
scientific subjects and so many
magazine articles and stories he
has lost count. A few of his recent
books include: The Human Brain,
Fantastic Voyage , The Dark Ages,
Words From History , The Near
East and Opus 100 .

This is the second presentation
this season by the committee
co-chairman by John Ostroski and
Nate Rahs. If you have any
suggestions as to future speakers,
bring them to the Student
Activities Office .

Scholarship
Awarded
The Barbara Ann Tuffel
Scholarship Fund Committee
announced that the winner of its
first annual scholarship award is
Mr. Ernest L. Cosby of Newark ,
New Jersey . Mr. Cosby is a senior
Biology major. The scholarship
award is in the amount of two
hundred and fifty dollars
($250 .00) , and will be presented
to Mr. Cosby at a fund raising
awards dinner on Thursday ,
February 17, 1972 in Downs Hall
Dining Room.
Certificates of merit will be
presented by the Barbara Ann
Tuffel Scholarship Committee to
Mr. James · Suite, a senior
Elementary Education Major from
Newark , and to Miss Marion Gillis,
also an Elementary Education
Major from Newark .
For further information
concerning the fund raising
dinner, those interested are asked
to contact Mrs. Jackson on college
extensions 2294 or 2044.

The Fine Arts Department of
Newark State is presenting the
re-creation of New York's
Museum of Primitive Art's 1970
exhibition,
"Rene
D'Harncincourt: The Exhibitions
of Primitive Art", January 31
through February 24 in the
College Gallery , Vaughn-Eames
Hall.
This exhibition is on loan to
Newark State in order to
inaugurate a new course, "The
Introduction to Museum
Training," which will be offered
in the spring semester by the -Fine
Arts Department. In conjunction
several other special events are
scheduled. The Museum Council
of New Jersey will hold its
monthly
meeting in
Vaughn-Eames Hall on February
I J. A film documenting Mr.
D'Harnoncourt's installation of
the Modern Museum's Picasso
Sculpture exhibition, " Nine Days
to P icasso" will be shown.
Admission is free and the public is
invited to view the exhibition
from 10: 00 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Transparencies, continuous
slide projections of installation
photographs, printed materials
and extensive wall labels analyzing
theory and methodology
document the making of an
The All College Curriculum
exhibition of Mr. D'Harnoncourt's Committee unanimously voted
direction . Four drawings by Mr. concept approval of the proposed
D'Harnoncourt of individual co 11 ate r a I in B i -1 in g u al

Bl-Lingual
Concept
Approved
I

(Continued on Page I 0)
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Theater Of Deaf Due;
1Co11tinued from Page I)

specially designed instruments by
French sc ulptor, Francois
Baschet. Monsieur Baschet is
noted for his creation of massive
mobile-like instruments which
have been displayed in museums
throughout the world. Made of
gleaming aluminum and o ther

metals , they also provide part of
the stage decor.
The National Theatre of the
Deaf now in its fifth year is a
culmination of many ye~rs' work
that began as a germ of an idea in
1958. when the drama "The
Miracle Worker" was in
preparation prior to its long-run
success on Broadway . The
program is in its ninth national

tour and has made an impact on
the public and critics alike.
The play is being sponsored by
th e Newark State CoUege
Performing Arts Council and
tickets are available at the
( I
information desk m the College
Center Building !free-of-charge.
Tickets will be \necessary for
admission.

Campus Chaplin Assigfiled
Re-.;erend Philip E. Merdinger
was recently assigned by the
Archdiocese of Newark as the first
full-time chaplain at Newark
State. The campus is Father
Merdinger's " parish". As a
Catholic Chaplain, he will offer
religious services to those students
who seek them , but he describes
his essential purpose on campus as
" being here to help value
formation in all students with or
without a religious background ."
Commenting on his ministerial
du ties, Father Philip stated,
"peop le under stress tend to seek
clergymen for counseling, I hope
to provide that service as well as
helping individuals develop to
where they can act out of
conscience and not out of habit or
fashion."
Last Spring, Father Merdinger
partook in a 6 month-long
intership program which he noted
!'covered all aspects of life on a
large college campus." Besides his
du ties of providing services for
commuting and resident students,
Reverend will teach a course for
the "Free Un iversity." He also
intends to provide some academic
assistance to those in need and a
forum for discussion of problems
and issues.
Reverend Merdinger noted that
in addition to Newark State,
chaplains have been assigned to
the follo wing campuses within the

Archdiocese of Newark : Fairleigh
Dickinson University at Teaneck
and Rutherford , Stevens Institute
of Technology, Rutgers University
- Newark, Montclair State, and
also to Upsala and Bloomfield
Colleges.
A graduate of Seton Hall
University , Father Merdinger
earned his master degree at the
Catholic University of Louvain in

Belgium and an additional masters
d egree in socio l ogy from
Columbia University . From 1968
to 1970 he taught English at
Harlem Preparatory School in
New York. Because of his interest
in the development of religion
among Black Americans, Father
Philip hopes to be able to provide
academic assistance and
counseling to minority group
students.

Art Courses To Community
The Center for Continuing
Education at Newark State
announced that an "OPEN ART"
program is available to members

of the community-at-large during
the current spring semester. The
el even non-credit courses
encompass a variety of art areas

and meet, for the most part, ten
sessions beginning the first of
March and ending the middle of
(Continued on Page 10)
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Editorial

A
Lesson In
Economics
Well, good old NSC has done it again! It
seems as if we have our own little Mafia-like
organizations or cliques right on campus. As
you may or may not know , part time
student help (student aides etc) have all been
given a uniform rate of employment at
$I. 7 5 per hour. This wage has been in effect
since mid-summer and is shared by all.
Ooops, I mean it WAS . . .
At present, the Book Store (that' tyrant ,
that opressor of the people , booo) has been
forced into doing business with a bunch of
Student Org. groupies. These peerless young
lads. under the apparent leadership of
unknown (?) Student Org. officials have
been shoved down the mouth of . the
bookstore as "student security." They are to
be hanging around in pairs ·all during
bookrush. Oh yes. THEY ARE TO BE PAID
$2.00 AN HOUR. Nobody seems to know
why.
The College Co-Op, when questioned
about the wage boost for these "elite"
workers, just shrugged. It seems that the
issue was never brought up to the Co-op and
they are afraid to put up a beef. After all.
the Bookstore has been up against a lot of
mindless individuals of late and the Co-op
really doesn' t want to plunge into any other
messes. (You know , with campus losers
barricading the doors with their bodies, etc .)
What it looks like. is intimidation of
Co-op officials by certain elements · in
Student Org. When questioned why these
Student Org. sponsored security force is to
be paid more than any of the common
student workers, apparent security force
organizer Rich Hauser countered "Do YOU
work here 52 weeks a year?" Nope. Does
he?
Such is the logic behind this new att~ck
of capitalisim on campus. In our way of
thinking it makes as much sense as the new
5% discount poli~y at the bookstore. Spend
$20, get $2 in savings. Good deal right? Oh
yes, the new cash registers used to tabulate
the 5% discount bit cost over ·$10,000 to
install. Economics in action.
Getting back to he holier than thou
attitude. Would anyone out there like to
explain why the hell these few individuals
are so privilaged as to be paid more than any
other student on campus? Or don 't the
OTHER students out there count?
Shades or Orwell ... BUT SOME ARE
MORE EQUAL THAN OTHERS. (Maybe
we all have to work 52 weeks.)
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College Costs . . . Who
Pays For What?
NEWS ED. NOTE : The following
report has been released from the
offices of the State Department of
Higher Education .. It is printed
here in its entirety. Because of
semester f>reak, it was impossible
to present the impact which a
raise in tuition holds in store for
the State College student, but this
subject Will be dealt with in future
issues.
Students, faculties and the
general public in New Jersey
cannot help but be concerned
these days about the cost of
higher education to the individual
and its impact on he slate budget.
Public anxiety is heightened by
press reports about general
economic recession, huge budget
deficits in other states, rising
public college tuition throughout
the country, and the precarious
financial situation of independent
colleges. In these circumstances
some plain facts about the cost of
public higher education and its
financing might be in order.
During the current fiscal year
the cost of providing higher
education in New Jersey to
143 ,000 undergraduates and
26,500 graduate and professional
students in public colleges is $284
million. This figure includes the
cost of student aid for students
allending both public and private
colleges. About $50 million
18% was paid by students thro
fees and tuition and $234 million
from public sources including
lottery receipts. The lottery will
yield about $60 million in this
fiscal year and in addition to
aiding higher education has also
provided greater support for our
institutions and for state public
school expenses.
A special word needs to be said
about I ottery receipts. New
Jersey's constitution forbids the
dedication of revenues for any
particular purpose. This means
that, while lottery receipts make
possible increased support of
education, public hospitals and
human welfare , the lottery cannot
be used exclusively for higher
education . In any event, the
proposed higher education budget
for 1972-1973 is $299 million,
and the annual increase in higher
education expenditures is $50
million, so an estimated $60
million in lottery receipts can
only meet a part of higher
education's needs."
·

account for higher education
budgets which have been growing
by some 25% per year over the
past several years.
The budget recently approved
by the State Board of Higher
Education amounts to $299
million, an increase of about $50
million over last year. increasing
enrollments by almost 17,000
full.fune students, the Board has
avoided a course taken in some
other states of cutting back
oppp rtunity for students in the
face of budget stringencies. A $50
million increase seems like a big
jump even with the enrollment
expansion but not when one
thinks of the inflation in the costs
of say, fuel oil which has gone up
about 75 % in the past year or so.
This $ 299 million budget is a tight
one and it should be . The
citizen.taxpayer has a right to
expect belt•tightening measures
across the board.
But the very difficult problem
is how this $50 million along with
other budget increases - welfare,
environmental protection, local
school aid, pension increases, and
so on - are to be financed
without new revenues. Assuming
we don't want to reduce quality
or cut back educationa l
opportunity, there are only two
choices.
_ increase tuition
_ increase taxes
_ or some combination of the
two.
Citizens and their legislators
must make the choice . There is no
managerial magic that can be
applied to solve the problem '
Costs have been reduced and
while other economies can and
will continue to be effected they
will only have a marginal ir:ipact.
New Jersey students in public
colleges at the present time pay
lower tuition and required fees
than those in the state colleges f
New York , Ohio or Pennsylvani:,
and it is likely that fees in some of
these states will increase next
year.
Tuition and Required Fees
1970-1971

New YorkState

Colleges (average) ... ....$619
Ohio State Colleges
(average) ... : . : .... : ...$650
Pennsylvania State
Colleges (average) .......$715
Pennsylvania State
·
University .............$675
Temple University .. . .....$970
Rutgers, the State
University ...... . .... . .$540
New Jersey State
Colleges (average) ....... $422
There is -no doubt that the
present fee structure of New
Jersey public co11eges is regressive
- that is rich and poor students
alike are subsidized by the same
amount (currently about $1,600
per year). An argument can be
made for tuition adjustments in
New Jersey public colleges but
any increases should be
accompanied by increased student
aid for low and middle income
families.
But , even if tuition
adjustments are made , new
sources of tax revenues are needed
to cover this year's increased
budget and certainly wiJI be
needed as our planned future
expansion takes place.
New Jerseyans have in recent
years come to a new
consciousness of the kind of high
quality public services they want.
Businessmen, students, workers,
all recognize, for instance, that
different kinds of excellent
educational services are of great
~~ortanc~ in modern society . So
1t 1s .also m the matter of he~th,
housmg, and mass transportation .
We have all come to reali~e ~hat
the property tax as a pnnc1pal
means of financing public services
is regressive and inadequate. Many
recogmze that under the present
tax ~ystem the wrong people are
~earmg t~e greatest b~rden and
hat this system 1s totally
incapable of serving satisfa~torily.
We await th~ recl!mm~n~atJons. of
the Tax Policy Commission which
will report later this month. But
energetic citizen support will be
critical to the enactment of any
major tax revision .
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Mal Martin
Every black writer worth his
The new conceptualization of
bread is a revolutionary of
the role and responsibility of
sorts.
black culture has tremendous
-Each time I sit down to the
import for the black present and
typewriter, I'm out to _rock the
future. It was no accident that
boat, to change the world, to
Garvey-Type black nationalism
break the world down bit by
developed during the l 920's as
bit a~d forge it foto something
the handmaiden of the Harle!J1
altogether new and different,
Renaissance. Similarly, it is no
to create a new image and new
accident that, in the late 1960's
vision for mankind . . .
the cry for black liberation , black
Black writers must write our
c ultur'e and identity are
own black history , create our
inseparable, products of the same
· own myths and legends.
source: an intense pride in being
Washington and Jefferson do
black. Black pride and black
not belong to our black
power are based on the same
children ; they are not our
premise:
legendary heroes. .. . No
All of America's institutions
amount of falsification of
are racist - t o the core ;
history can disguise this brutal
The political powerless_ness of
fac t. Our legendary heroes are
bl ac k peop l e
b est
Nat Turner, · F red Douglass,
symbo l ize d b y their
D en m a rk V esey, Harriet
co lonizatio n in big city
Tubman ... whi te John Brown
ghettoes - is directly related to
and Red Sitting Bull ."
the racism of the white power
Imamu Amee r Baraka gives the
structure; ·
same · prescription fo r the black
That powerlessness, a political revolutionary theatre, fo r which
ph enome n on, has been he is known at least as much as
ra tionalized by a set of theories for his searching poetry. He says:
of black inferiority, black
"The 1evolutionary theatre
laziness, black ugliness, black
should force change; it should
docility. In other words, a
be change. The revolutionary
people with no sense of pride ,
theatre must accuse and attack
heritage or value in being
anything that can be accused
themselves;
and attacked. It must accuse
T h ese theories have been
and attack because it is a
validated by a white man's
theatre of victims. It looks at
history and social science
the sky with the victims' eyes,
which justify and glorify white
and moves the victims to lo.ok
Western culture and standards,
at the strength in their minds
and t h e wh ite Wes t e rn
and their bodies."
eco n om ic a nd p o litical
If the Black Artist has a
hegemony worldwide ;
dilemma, it is that, despite his
Black Economic and political realization of the black burden
power - its theory, if n9t the and white responsibility, he must
fact - rest on a broad amalgam address himself primarily to black
by ED NAHA
of ideas which reject the entire people at the present time. He
This
edition of THE
white Western interpretation of . cannot talk to the white power
INDEPENDENT
marks the last
history, thereby providing the ·structure because it won't listen
appearance
of
NEWSOUNDS
by
basis for a new politics, a new to him and because his primary
this
writer
as
a
weekly
feature
and
culture, a new economics and a responsibility is to black people
the beginning of a monthly
new psychology of black and their_plight.
NEWSOUNDS
. The results will be
consciousness and pride;
The task of educating th¢
larger
ar_ticles
when they do
A rejection of the old history white power structure of this
appear, -but alas, less in-depth
and standards demanded their country to morality and reason
replacement by a new history rests with white · people:, coverage. Thus ends a two-year
chapter of writing that has always
and standards which would particularly white artists and
·
been, at.this end, a lot of fun.
redefine the meaning of black teachers. For them and all
For about the last four years, a
existence, past and pre~nt.
well-meaning white's {whoever and
With the advent of the black wherever they are): their job is West coast group called Spirit has
power movement, black -culture not to seek work, o ·r been producing EXCELLENT
assumed a new role. The artist understanding or chances for music and has gorie by totally
· became the re-interpretor of the study among black people, but to unnoticed with four albums on
black past, the redefiner of the exert their energies changing the the Ode label. As is the case of
black present, and the analyst of minds and hearts of white people. most quality but not over-popular
the black future. He became a Changes inside the hearts and groups, several members have
creator of a new blackness which heads of the power elite at Chase split. The results of the falling out
has made the most significant Manhattan Bank, General Motors, can be heard on Asylum records
Jo Jo Gunne. Gunne includes in
break with the past of any the Pentagon or the White House
its personnel Jay Furgeson former
generation of Afro-Americans. are worth far more to black
lead singer and keyboard player
Since the black artist and people than all the changes that
from Spirit and Mark Andes the
musicians and poets are central to white missionaries could ever
aforementioned bands bassist.
the re-interpretation of the past, dream of asking in Harlem,
Also on the Gunne roster are
he must be central to the building Chi cago, Watts , Africa or
Mark's brother Matthew Andes on
of a new future.
anywhere else in the Third World.
guitar and vocals and Curley
In the future , I can see black
Umojo Makono
Smith on drums and vocals.
culture fulfilling 6 major roles:
The music is great, needless to
(I) creator; (2) critic (social
say
, in every way. Jo Jo Gunne
and artistic) ; (3) propagandist; (4)
has much of the drive and taste
activist; (5) hero figure to young
that made Spirit supu rb plu s
blacks; (6) fu nd-raise r.
some.
Gunne's mu sic is simplier,
John Oliver Kills says of the
rockier,
and a bit raunchier than
black writer:
Spirit ever was on record but they
"It is time or some black
have incorporated the great vocals
writers, the more the merrier,
and song writing ( of which
to move from social protest to
Furgeson played a large part) of
affirmation and revolution.
that West coast group.

Support
Dana

Review

Furge son is still writing
superior rock ditties, making them
simple enough to be easy to take,
yet intricate enough to make
every variation enjoyable. In every
aspect, Jo Jo Gunne is a band of
stellar proportions.

* * *
Mott The Hoople's new
Atlantic release Brain Capers is a
bit of a disappointment. This time
around_, the boys are delivering
really raunchy English rock that
can be called anything but
inspired. Songs like "Death May
Be Your Santa Claus" and "The
Moon Upstairs" cannot be
honestly called anything but
vapid. There are, however, two
standout. pieces ·on this excursion
that really deserve attention.
"Darkness Darkness" and "The
Journey" are examples of Mott
the Hoople at their rocking best,
which is quite good at that. All in
all Brain Capers has more cons
~an pros, nut Hoople addicts
may go for it.

* * *
While on the subject of conss,
Jamming with Edward starring
Nicky Hopkins, Ry Cooder, Mick
Jagger, Bill Wyman and Charlie
Watts should have been called The
Great Rolling Stones Ripoff. If
you want to hear a totally
unprofessional album of guys
jamming together with Mick the
star yalping in the background
like a high school band star, this
album is for you. How did

talented Ry Cooder get sucked
into this one? Yow!

*

*

*

Fragile by Yes is a pleasant
album by an adept group of
British technicians. This Atlantic
release boasts such startling
innovations as classical
interpretations (Brahms) and
footsteps bouncing from speaker
to speaker. In all fairness, while I
think the album lies a bit on the
pretentious side, Joh Anderson is
one of the best vocalists around in
England or America today and
Rick Wakeman is a keyboard
player who approaches all music
be it classical or rock with
reverence and an abundance of

skill.
.
The outstanding track on the
album has to · be "Roundabout"
by Anderson and guitarist Steve
Howe which best shows the
groups strong p<;>ints and
weaknesses at the same time.
Yesis a band very impressed with
tempo changes and musical
variation. At times their insistance
upon stressing this technique gets
in the way of the musical
composition itself causing the
music to bog down at spots. Still,
Yes is miles ahead of other
" serious" bands such as Emerson
Lake and whatshisname and the
now semi-defunct King Crimson.
Fragile isn't the most interesting
album I've heard in a long time,
but it certainly isn't the worst.
John Kongos, a young South
(Continued on Page 7)
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In four years of continuous life, -The
Nationa( Theatre of the Deaf has delighted audiences on three continents
with light, colorful work in a surprising .
new medium.
In the United States the company has
performed for over two hundred communities in thirty states, including two
sensational Broadway stands. Our television exposure is estimated at over
80 million. Acclaim has followed in
England, France, Italy, Israel, Yugo slavia, Holland, Denmark, Norway , and
Sweden.
Now the company presents its sixteenth
major work: original pieces formed fro.";
the lives of the most unusual acting
company in the world.

"MY THIRD EYE"
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Study Openings:
Eng land Fall '72
From E.J. Williams
Program Co-ordinator

Interested in studying abroad
next semester? Many students at
Newark State are unfortunately
unaware of the opportunities
offered by the College in the field
of International Education.
\

Beginning in the fall of 1968, a
number of British institutions
began accepting for the fall
semesters students recommended
by the New Jersey Council for
In tern a tional Education. The
jointly accepted objective was to
bring. American undergraduates
into significant -contact with
societies and educational
experiences sufficently different
from their own to challenge their
perceptions of the current world.
The Americans are accepted as
regular members of the student
body of the college abroad. By
assuming the role of a British
unde rgraduate in a home or
college residence hall, the student
is challenged to adjust to a
cultural situation in which
Americans and American culture
patterns are "foreign".
The typical curriculum at the
Colleges includes the usual British
sequence of three subject areas,
chiefly English literature, history,
fme arts, science, mathematics,
and comparative education . Credit
is granted for sixteen semester
hours of work. The University
programs include mathematics,
c hemi stry, economics, and
sociology. Each student is
encouraged to divide his work
between his area of concentration
and cultu ral enrichment courses,
which are offered by the British
ins ti tu tion. Such a program of
serious study is essential in a
program of genuine academic
merit.
In most of- the colleges the
stu dent is furthe.r challenged with
the opportunity to pursue a
course of independent study.
Such a program is approved by
the administration of the local
college in a conference with the
student, and then directed by one
of the regular tu to rial staff.
Suitable courses are available for
almost all areas of study offered
in New Jersey colleges.
For one with a major interest
in History , English, English
Literatu re, Comparative

Government, or others, the appeal
of such a course of study "on
location" is obvious. An excellent
opportunity will be provided for
Early Childhood majors to study
and experience first hand the
British Infant School. Students
selected for the program will
receive a full semester of academic
credit for work completed at one
of the nine participating Colleges
of Education.
Each of the cooperating
colleges in England has been
visited by a member of the New
Jersey Council for International
Education and its inclusion in the
program approved by the Council.
At present New Jersey College of
Education, Bishop Grosseteste,
Portsmouth College of Education,
and Wall Hall College, to name a
few. As more New Jersey students
take advantage of these unique
opportunities it is expected that
additional Bri tish institutions will
be invited to participate.
Applications will be accepted
from full-time students in any
major field, who are in at least the
second . term of he sophomore
year, and who maintain a 2.5
c umulative a verage or
bett er. Although costs vary
somewhat among the Colleges and
Universities, the average is $900.,
payable in two installments. This
amount covers round-trip air fare
from New York, full tuition with
room and board for the fall term ,
beginning early in September and
ending just prior to Christmas.
For students who wish to do so,
opportuni ty will be made for
travel in England or on the
continent, returning to New York
by group flight from London the
second week in January. This
additional travel is at the
individual's own discretion and
expense. The student may make
use of student rates offered by
many European surface and air
lines.
Still interested? If so, stop in
Willis 103 to see Mr. Edwin J.
Wil liams, Coordinator of
International Education at NSC,
for further information and an
application form . Fall semester in
England promises to be a
worthwhile experience. Those
interested in participating in the
program should complete
applications by February 15 ,
1972.

(Continu ed from Page 5)

African with a lot of new ideas
about music, has released a totally
fresh and enjoyable album on
Elektra entitled Kongos. Kongos
runs the musical gamut of sounds
and then some incorp orating
everything from gentle lyricism to
solid rock to African tribal drums.
On two of the cuts on the album,
"He's Gonna Step On You Again"
and "Tololoshe Man," Kongos has
taken the fury and excitement of

wildly pounding African rhythm
and has overlaid them into a solid
rock recipe. The results are
astounding.
Kongos ' proves himself no less
adept at ballads with the moving
" I Would Have Had Such A good
Time" and "Tomorrow I'll Go."
I f Kon gos doesn't get the
recognition he deserves after this
album and two fine singles
("Tololoshe" and "Step On
You") I'll personally go out and

shoot every Grand Funk fan. (A
crime of cruelty to animals)

* * *

While on the subject of petty
stuff, the new Emerson Lake and
Palme r fiasco, Picture At an
Exhibition, should have every
classical music buff retching on
their shoes. Hearing those fab
heavies attack Mussorgsky is like
listening to Black Sabbath play
the William Tell Overture.
Yccchh. You guys may be cute(?)
but yu can't be serious!

Contributors To· Dana Review

Please Pick Up All Work

Psychology
Books
If you want to, sell:
leave a list of psychology books (with or without prices)
and your name and phone number in the "Freudian
slip" mailbox located in the psychology office W203 . .

In The Dana Office

If you want to buy:
organized lists will be posted in the hall, outside the
psychology office starting Jan. 31st.

:
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The Explore Student Government Encounter Committee will feature the following encounter group
programs for the spring semester. The programs are available at no cost to the Newark State Community
and friends of the college.
Many of you may have been involved with encounter group experiences in the past. Many of you may be
interested in discovering what encounter groups can offer to you . If you are interested in one of the
following programs, please fill out and return the enclosed form to the Student Activities Office in the
College Center.

\\

*The times and meeting places have not been established for the programs. It is possible to discuss and
work the details out with the trainers - all programs are scheduled to begin within two weeks. Please watch
for addit ion al details in t he Independent o r posted in the Co llege Center.

'

.....

Pro~ram : Thematic Microlab
Trainer : Gene Fixler

Auto hypnosis and hetero hypnosis will provide the
basis for an encounter format designed to facilitate
self-exploration and alternate states of consciousness.

Trainer: Don Maroun

Program : Explore

The traditional • roles that society has dictated :
Masculine
strong, tough, unemotional , provider ;
Feminine - pretty, motherly , helpless, emotional, in many
ways do not allow us the freedom to act as we feel.
The heterosexual-homosexual aspects of our sexual
interest will be explored . Th is program is designed to help
people come to terms with the polarities inside themselves
and to foster personal growth and understanding of others .

Trainers: Marcella Haslam and Don Maroun

:' f

.-f '

Program : Group Experience

I

Program : Exploration of Sexual Identity

I •

.. j ·, •.

I

Trai ner: Don Maroun

An opportunity to relieve yourself of the day's
tensions and experience an awareness of your body, your
energy potential, communication skills, and perception of
you by others. Themes will be offered weekly in an attempt
to introduce virtually all types of Encounter experience for
those interested in both short-term interaction and in-depth
training.

An open-ended encounter group which focuses on
exploring what motivates you and what you can do about
it; also, how can we: see ourselves more clearly; see
ourselves as others see us; act the way we really feel. The
direction of Explore is determined by the participants.

II

Program: Hypnosis and mind expansion

,.

,-----------------,
I
I
I would like to be considered as an applicant

Trainer : Marcella Haslam

A group concentrating on the act of working togethe r,
of experiencing shared feelings, and developing trust.
Emphasis will shift according to the needs of the group
members.

I

i ~;::~
I

I

Program : Need Fulfillment.
Trainer: Rh oda Feigenbaum
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for ..................... .................... ...................................... ........
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please print name .................................. •·····.... ....................

address...................... .............. .................. ..........................
return to Student Activities Office
College Center

.
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lock work O ra nge-Straw Does
Two Studies
/ti Violence

by Ed Naha
purse out of a sow's ear, but in
There could be books and the plot itself. A CLOCKWORK
books devoted to the subject of ORANGE by Anthony Burgess,
violence in the cinima. Regardless was, in book form a rather
of the reason behind its presence, contrived and pretentious work
violence has long been one of the that was a lot of-fun for a reader
chief ploys used by movie makers in his mid-high school years to
to lure the public to gems. It tinker with, but basically it was
comes as no suprise, then, th at vapid from the word go.
two of the most highly touted
Kubrick's amazingly accurate
films at present contain more than adaption of the book has created
an ample supply of bloodshed . feelings and ideas not found in the
S tan I e y Kubrick's A original work at aJI and, has
CLOCKWORK ORANGE and greatly improved on the entire
Sam Peckinpah's STRAW DOGS , theme. His futuristic world is
while worlds apart, both show wonderfully mysterious ,
quite vividly how man reacts to fluctuating between reality and
brutality . Kubrick's much fantasy dramatical ly. The
ballyhooed ORANGE is a characters which in the book
futuristic thriller portraying a remained rather sterile have been
time period wherein the world has brought to screen life flawlessly .
accepted savage perversion as the Kubrick's Alex (Malcom
norm .
McDowell) is a master of irony
The film's hero ( or villain a n d q u i ck th i n king, a
depending on your idea morality) , wise-cracking youth totally real
Alex, is a normal young lad who, and sympathetic, even at the
like all young lads of that day and height of violence.
age, partakes in all the accepted
All of Kubrick's cast works
sports. Rape , muggings, gang mircacles (Patrick Magee as Mr.
fights and mass torture sessions Alexander and Warren Clarke as
are just a few of the delights the Dim are exceptional), yet the
viewer experiences in this play of . movie sags at spots and appears to
stylized gore. Eventually the law , run on after logic tells you it has
or what is left of it, catches up ended. In short, the flaws of the
with Alex and through a series of book have now been transferred
Pavlovian experiments, converts to the screen.
him into a normal human being, ~ A CLOCKWORK ORANGE is
ie. a defenseless ass. And thereby an enigma of a film. Strong in
hangs another tale.
presentation . weak in basis, it
Kubrick's film was a definite weaves a lopsided spell that leaves
disappointment to this reviewer. the viewe·r unsatisfied .
After all the tinsil concerning
STRAW DOGS, on the other
artistry and symbolism is peeled hand , is a film that while certainly
off, aJl one has left is a rather not intended to be on the same
tedious, although delightfully phi Io sophical level as A
whimsical, science fiction pot CLOCKWORK ORANGE, is a
boiler. The fault lies not in the film of total involvement. Sam
craftsmanship of Ku brick, who Peckinpah, wh o has given us THE
h as in my opinion come WILD BUNCH and MAJOR
fantastically close to making a silk DUNDEE, is a maste r of old

fashioned melodrama . He presents
the audience with a downtrodden
hero ( or heroes), places him in an
unbearable situation and all ows
tension to build lo an almost
untolerable level.

man be pushed before he fights classic adventures of years ago
back? Peckinpah's answer lies in with such stars as Cooper and
the ultra-thrilling finale to this Bogart. I t should not be missed .
·piece which is guaranteed to have
Peckinpah has succeeded in
you on the edge of your seat. bringi ng something back to the
STRAW DOGS is an exceptional cinima that has been missing for a
In STRAW DOGS we see film made in the same mold as the long time .. . EXCITEMENT.
Dustin Hoffman as David , a young
mathmatician on holiday with his
English wife 1n the seemingly
peaceful isolation of a Cornish
village. Hoffman as the seemingly
mild mannered intellectual is
supurb. His timidity is perfectly
offset by the Lotita-like
sensuousness of his wife Amy
(Susan George) who can
eu phamistically be termed a
"tease."
In is not to long before David's
STARRlNGsomber attitude and his wife's
attractiveness place them both in
HESTON
a web of animal savagery.
Progressing from resentment to
out an out hatred , the feelings of
PM
a group of town toughs explode
into a barrage of rapes, beatings
~~Ll~TEl) M•S.C. , \ .l). At)MJTS Sl\.\DENT
and murders.
The main question the film
ANI) ON r. 6ueS'T)
deals with is : how far can a sane
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College Personnel Ethics Code Passed
The Department of Higher
Education is required to
promulgate a Code of Ethics to
govern and guide the conduct of
State Officers and employees
em ployed in the colleges,
universities, schools, commissions,
authorities, and other formal
bodies under its jurisdiction.
The following Code of Ethics
was tentatively approved by the
Executive Commission on Ethical
Standards and the Attorney
General and became effective
January 11, 1972;
CODE OF ETHICS
NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT
OF HIGHER EDUCATION
In recognition that it is
essential that the conduct of
public officials and employees
sha ll hold the respect and
confidence of the people, Chapter
182, Public Laws 197 I (RS

52 : 13D-l et.seq.) was enacted by
the New Jersey legislature and
signed by the Governor on June 2,
1971. That statute provides that
within the guidelines contained
therein, the head of each state
agency shall promulgate a code of
ethics to govern and guide the
conduct of State Officers and
employees in his agency.
The following code of ethics is
applicable to employees paid from
federal, state or county funds and
who are employed iri the New
Jersey Department of Higher
Educ:ation, colleges (including
county community colleges) and
universities under its jurisdiction,
and institutions, commissions and
other agencies organized within
the Department:
(1) No officer or employee
should have any interest, financial
or otherwise, direct or indirect, or

Police Promote
Tours
Three members of the Newark
tate College community have
been invited to participate in the
Newark Poli ce Department
"citizens observer tour" program.
Four separate "tours" will be
given on Friday nights during the
month of February.
As part of the program,
designed to increase the level of
understanding between different
agencies of the government, the
individuals selected will be
assigned to vehicles as observers
during routine patrols of the
Newark Police Department. Dr.
Jane Guinnane , Chairman of the
Department of Educational Arts
and Systems, is assisting in the
coordination of the selection of
the Newark State representatives,
which will include faculty,
stu dents and administrators.
Lieutenant James Powers of the
Detective Division of the Newark

Police Department is coordinating
the program for the police
department.

Art Courses
To Community

engage in any business or
should use or attempt to use his it might be reasonably inferred:
transaction · or professional • official position to secure that such gift, service or other
activity, which is in substantial
unwarranted privileges or thing of value was given or offered
conflict with the proper discharge
advantages for himself or others. for the purpose of influencing him
of his duties in the public interest.
(4) No officer or employee in the discharge of his official
(2) No officer or employee
should act in his offical capacity duties.
(7) No officer or employee
in any matter wherein he has a
should engage in any particular
direct or indirect personal should knowingly act in any way
busin~ss, professional, trade or
occupati@n which is subject to
financial interest that might that might reasonably be expected
licensing or regulation by a
reasonably be expected to impair to create an impression or
his objectivity or independence of suspicion among the public having
specific agency of State
knowledge of his acts that he may
Government without promptly
judgement.
fining notice of such activity with
(5) No officer or employee be engaged in conduct violative of
the, Executive Commission oi
should undertake any his trust as a State officer or
Ethical Standards.
employment or service, whether employee.
This Code, which is effective
(3) No officer or employee
compe11satea or not, which might
reasonably be expected to impair January 11 , 1972, was given
his objectivity and independence tentative approval by the
of judgement in the exercise of his Executive Commission on Ethical
The large blue-green rug is
Standards on January 5, 1972 and
official du ties.
missing from the Alumni Lounge!
(6) No officer or employee in the opinion of Attorney
Please , anyone who knows
should accept any gift, favor, General is in compliance with
anything about where it might be , service or other thing of value NJRS 52 : I 3D- l et. seq. and other
or how to get it back , we would
under circumstances from which applicable provisions of law.
like you to contact Don or Maria ,
Student Activities Office , Student
Center, Ext. 2085. THANK YOU
VERY MUCH.

NOTICES

NSC Participates

* * *

would like information
pertaining to a theft in the Bruce
Hall Parking lot January 13
between noon and two thirty in
the afternoon. Anyone having
information concerning the theft
of a brown Chevy van on Jan. 13
between 12:00 and 2:30 pm.
please contact 778-7962 after six
in the evening. A reward is offered
and ·callers can remain anonimous.

(Continued from Pag~ 3)

May .
.
This program is sponsored by
the Fine Arts Department in
response to the requests about the
availability of its art courses,
studio and lecture or seminar, for
non-matriculated students.
Through "OPEN ART" members
of the community, adult and
child, are offered a chance to
participate in this program of
non-credit art courses and to
study and work in an informal
atmosphere. The courses have
been especially selected - and
designed for " OPEN ART".
A catalogue including
registration forms and instructions
may be requested by calling
527-2087 or writing the Office of
the Center· for Continuing
Education at Newark State
College.

Internships
Available
!

0

i

The New York Chapter of the
Public Relations Society of
America is promoting a number of
salaried internships this coming
summer in its members'
companies and agencies. The
purpose is twofold :
l. To encourage promising
young persons who are
completing their sophomore or
junior years in college to consider
public relations as a career.
2. Through these promising
candidates · to help the member
firms to focus more sharply on
the need to understand the
attitudes and desires of today's
college students~
Each person selected for the
1
internship will serve during the
(Continued from Page 3)
summer vacation months in the
by Maureen Goger
(Spanish-English) Elementary public relations activity of one of
Many Stu dents are concerned Education which will be offered the member firms at the going
about their involvement in the life in September 1972.
rate of cpmpensation ordinarily
of N.S .C. The Student Personnel
A series of meeting held by the paid by that firm for work
Division understands these College with representatives of the assigned.
feelings and invites YOU to Spanish speaking communities of
Th e P R S A I n t e r n ship
participate in their efforts to the neighboring areas suggested Committee states it is looking for
promote individual growth.
the urgency of developing a someone "who has demonstrated
Specifically your role would .be teacher preparation program to the satisfaction of the Dean of
to give student input to one of the _ which would focus on his college , that he possesses a
departments listed below and ins true tional techniques . and combination of writing ability ,
share the same voting rights as the understandings essential to intelligence , personality and
Administration on new campus developing a child's ability to interest in a career in public
policies. Currently it is the most think both concretely and relations."
powerful student participation abstractly in two languages.
Applications for the program
group on campus . The
To provide further institutional are available in the Public
departments under the umbrella support for this program, Relations Office, Townsend Hall
of the Student Personnel Division Georgianna A. Lynn, Assistant T-208, and must be completed
and its participating students are: Dean of the School of Education (returned to the Public Relations
Health Services
has submitted a substantial Office) and mailed no later than
Diana Acosta
proposal to the U.S. Office of March 1,1972. Candidates will be
Larry Russo
Education under Title VII of the interviewed, and those selected
Robert Scalise
Elementary and Secondary for the internships will be notified
~ducation Act.
- by May 15, 1972.
, (Continued on Page 11)

Students
Possess
Power

Bl-Lingual

In . N.J. Art Show
Students from Newark State
College among with 16 other New
Jersey colleges will be
participating in "The New Jersey
College Art Show" at the · Art
Centre of The Oranges, 16
Washington St. , East Orange. The
show opened January 30 and will
continue through February 17,
from 1-4 p.m. daily. Among the
media included in the show are
painting, sculpture, film-making,
graphics and photography.
Newark State College will be
represented by work from seven
Fine Arts majors who were
selected by members of the Fine
Art faculty, and senior, Fine Arts
Education major , Charles Rocco
of Garwood . Mr. Rocco, along
with representatives from many of
the other New Jersey colleges and

Campus
Art
Exh ibition
(Continued from Page 3)

objects and a sketch of an ideal
installation for the Primitive
Museum will also be included.
While planning installations of the
exhibit, he made sketches of
spectator movement, arrangement
of objects in available spaces,
thematic interrelation of groups
of objects, and the subsequent
development of group sequences.
It was his aim to present the
object to the visitor in a climate
closely related to its creative
atmosphere and " ... to recreate
the experience of the traveller
who, in going from one country
to another country, witnesses a
sharp contrast between, as well as
a gradual merging of cultures."
The original exhibition was
designed by Ludwig Glawser,
Cura tor , the Department of
Architecture and Design of the
Museum of Modern Art.
Mordechae Omer researched the
and wrot e the
1$..

members of the Art Centre's staff
organized the show , in the hopes
of "enlightening the public to
current trends in student art on
college campuses."
Work exhibited by Newark
State seniors will include: life
drawings by Pat Ng of North
Arlington, paintings by Bob
Rogers of Brielle and Karen
Gallagher of Elizabeth and a
stained canvas by Donna Mertz of
Union.
Newark State College juniors
exhibiting will include
photographs_: by Linda Darke of
Fanwood ; and paintings of Greg
Jupa of Union , and Bob
Yoskowitz of Piscatawy.

NSC
Encounter
Results
(Continued from Page 2)

contacting Don Maroun or Mana
Coben in the student activities
office, 527-2085). Perhaps we can
learn more from a follow-up
questionnaire. The present one
was filled out on the bus returning
home from Starlight, Pa, and
therefore only documents
short-range reactions to the
encounter experience. Some
questions that might be asked are:
How do you feel the encounter
experience has helped you in
knowing yourself? In changing
your behavior or your attitudes
toward yourself? In relating to
others? In accomplishing what
you set out to do? What has
influenced you decision to
participate ( or not to participate)
in the weekly, on-campus
encounter groups? Are you
interested in attending another
4-day encounter, this time to be
held on campus in he dorms? If
so, what sort of trainer would you
like? (directive, nondirective, like
or unlike the trainer you had last
"ti.me, eta:)
, _J
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Aikins, Pocus Reach 1,000
By Michael J. Gleary

Wilber Aikins and Dan Pecus
each registered their 1,000 point
in the month of December. This
achievement is one which both
players reached in the face of
many adversities. Playing for a
weak team in a tough league each
had to work hard for their points
and their survival. Will works in
the frontcourt against bigger and
stronger opponents but has found
ways to use his own abilities to
score and rebound consistently
a nd effectively. Using quick
spinning drives and strong nerves
under the hope such as hook and
short jump shots, Aikins has made
his prescence felt around the
league. Will's best college game
was two years ago when as a
sophomore he tallied 33 points
against R utgers South Jersey at
Camden.
D an h as found his own
problems and a lot of tough
opposition in the forecou rt b ut
has succeeded in overcoming them
to become one of the better
backcourt scorers in the kague.
Dan was a forward for a year and
a half before becoming a guard in
his sophomore year. Possessing a
strong accurate jump shot and
steady moves in the backcourl
Danny has become a steady,
depe ndable college player. Dan
has played in every basketball
game for Newark in the last 3½
years. In that time _ many
accompaning guards have come
and gone, but Dan has been there.
Danny's personal high was 28 in
his sophomore year in the thrilling
upset of powerful Montclair State.

Special Olympic
Report
Special Olympics? What are the
Special Olympics? The Special
Olympics are athletic meets for
mentally retarded children. The
children take part in grandoise
Opening Ceremonies, compete in
swimming and track and field
events, receive medals and benefit
emotionally and socially from the

competition , travel , traini11g and
socialization.
The National Special Olympics
will convene in California this
August. Prior to this , each state
will conduct local , regional and
state-wide olympics. The
Northern Regional meet will be
(Continued on Page 15)

NOTICE!

OVERSEAS .OBS
FOR STUDENTS

seeks members.
college

faculty

community,

inter,ested
and

hold

Red

Cross

(Continued from Page I 0)

Student Activities
Denise DiBiase
Susan Sh illcock
Marla Cohen
Bu rt Martone

AT YOUR
BOOKSTORE

PROFESSIONAL
STAFF

Box 15071 , San Diego. CA. 92115

.

Help Wanted:
Male and Female Students to
tutor children grades 1-12 in
math or reading. Must have
own transportation and live in
general area of Westfield . Call
Ebroniz "Learnin,g Center
233-6121.

supported this Resolution.
United States Sentor Birch
Bayh recognized Mr. Band's
efforts and presented his
resolution in the Congressional
Record on October 5, 1971.
Because of the Newark State
College students' sensitivity and
v1s1on, student associations
th rou ghou t the country are
presently mobilizing to lead more
against this horrible disease that
invades the rights of happiness
and shatters so many young
people's dreams.

Student Power

sightseeing. Free In formation wrtte, Jobs Overseas, Dept. H6,

at Mr. Finkel's office, T128.

ER RO RITE™

Newark State College Junio r
Class President Steve Band was
instrumental in gaining the
National Student Association's
support to help fight Multiple
Sclerosis, the great crippler of
young adults. Mr. Band at the
NSA Convention in Colorado
sponsored a Resolution calling on
all NAS members throughout the
nation to become involved in the
National Multiple Sclerosis
Society's goal to end Multiple
Sclerosis. The delegates from all
over the nation unanimously

occupations,
$700
to
$ 3 ,000
monthly. Expenses paid, overtime,

Advanced First Aid card, are urged to leave their name

thank them for their fine personal
performances both past and
present.

NSC Junior Aids
Fight Against
Multiple Sclerosis

Australla , Europe, S. Ameri ca,
Africa, etc. All professions and

in bettering OUR
a valid

FANTASIA
IS COMING

NSC VOLUNTEER
FIRST AID SQUAD
Students and

Both Danny and Wilbur has
made All-Conference. Danny was
named in his sophomore season
and Wilbur being chosen last year.
With 16 games remaining these
two have a chance to break the
school scoring mark. When you
see your next Squire basketball
game watch Will , 33 , and Danny ,
24; they are sometlting to watch . I
would on behalf of the

Independent and the school like
to congratulate the both of them
on their fine accomplishment and

GARY ALEXANDER
8th BLACK BELT
M . SHIMAMOTO
5th BLACK BELT
JIM CARRAS
.3rd BLACK BELT

AtAt1£MYov
JUOf>a-l<A«ATE
SELF DEFENSE • PHYSICAL FITNESS
MEN • WOMEN • CHILDREN
VISITORS A/IE ALWAYS WELCOME

AIR-CONDITIONED • PARKING IN REAR

®
•

51
BR0A0 ST.
ELIZABETH

353.4050·
EDISON
241 PLAINFIELD AV.
985-3434

-

.

Counseling
Donna Fagnano
Linda Palma
Sharon Lawery
Kathi Bick
Placement
J aney Helmstetter
Robyn Goldman
Maureen Goger
Dorms
Elliot Bernstein
Denise Manley
Dolores Davis
Financial Aid
Joan Sankin
Student Assistants to Dean
Tom O'Donnell
Carol Moran
If you have any problem s in
regards to these departments you
m ay con tac t these studen ts
th ro ugh the Hotline Office.
A ppli c a ti ons fo r interested
students may be obtained there
also.
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Psychodrama is defined by its originator, Dr. J.L. Moreno, as

Hannah Weiner has been involved in international activities
since 1958. She has helped organize international congresses and

the science which explores the "truth" by dramatic methods.
Psychodran:,a affords a method of producing an extension of

run workshops and seminars on alcoholism, psychodrama and

action and of life on the stage. By enacting or reenacting

group psychotherapy for International Congresses in Milan, Italy;

impQrtant events in their <>wn lives and discussing their drama with

Paris, France; Spain; Amsterdam.

the audience, individuals usually experience accatharsis. Moreno

She has appeared on television in New York (Today Show,

concluded that in the course of the enactment and the discussion

David Sussking) , Italy, London, England.,_~r,d she was the subject

afterwards, people discovered that doubts and fears that troubled

of a film in Paris, France doing encounter and psychodrama.

them also troubled_ others. This involvement in the problems of

She has been conducting train ing workshops in role playing,

others and the· sharing of an . experience produced the cathartic

psychodrama, encounter, expression corporale, alcoholism since

effect.

1965 in Montreal and Toronto, Canada; throughout the United

Dr.

Moreno_

introductd . Psychodrama

as

a

form

of

psychotherapy. The. reenactment of experiences from one's past
are extended to provide an opportunity for close examination and
experimentation with · courses of action different from those
pursued in the past.
Tuesday, F!Jbruary 8, at 1 p.m. in the Little Theatre of the

States; Holland; France; England; Spain and Italy.
Hannah is listed in Who's Who in Canadian and American
Women and Outstanding Young Women of America.
An end goal of psychodrama is creativity and spontaneity.
Spontaneity is the ability to meet a new situation adequately and
an old situation in a new way. INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF THE

College Center the Student Government "Explore"-Encounter

COLLEGE

COMMUNITY

Committee will host Hannah Weiner. As Executive Director of

INVITED

Moreno Institute, Hannah organized and ran educational programs

PSYCHODRAMATIC

in psychodrama, sociometry and group psychotherapy. She

1972 . YOU MAY DISCOVER PSYCHODRAMA A DYNAMIC

assisted Dr. Moreno and Nahum Shoobs in training professional

TOOL

people in role pl~ying and psychodrama.

additional info contact Don Maroun, Student Activities.

TO

AND

PARTICIPATE

FOR YOUR

IN

ORGANIZATIONS
AND

ARE

OBSERVE

THE
.
METHOD ON TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 8,
PERSONAL OR GROUP NEEDS. For

,,~-f

::r
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THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
a specialized agency of the United Nations dedicated to peace
and
·

THE STUDENT AID SOCIETY

$ 6 value

a non-profit non-political organization dedicated
to helping ~tudents to help themselves
offer
STUDY ABROAD
■
■

New 19th Edition
•
Each copy is trilingual ■
in English, French and
Spanish

Paris, France, 1972
644 Pages

The most complete scholarship directory in the world lists more
than 234,000 scholarships, fellowships, loans and grants in more
than 129 countries or territories! Tells who is eligible, fields of
study, financial assistance, HOW, WHEN AND WHERE TO
APPLY! Reflects the latest scholarship approach costed by
financial need!

$1.50 value

VACATION STUDY ABROAD
■

Each copy is trilingual in English, French and Spanish

More and more Americans are flocking overseas for summer
vacations, and an •increasing proportion is young Americans! With
the price war now raging on overseas airfares, record-breaking
numbers of young Americans will surge across Europe this
summer! VACATION STUDY ABROAD tells how qualified
people will go free! Provides information on short courses,
seminars, summer schools, scholarships and travel grants ava ii able
- each year to students, teachers and other young people and adults
planning to undertake study or training abroad during their
vacations. These. data were provided by some 500 organizations in
54 countries!

$ 5 value

STUDENT Al D SOCIETY membership dues. Services offered:
•

Scholarship information service.
Answers questions concerning scholarships worldwide!
■ Travel service.
Plans interesting tours to exotic lands!
■ Reference Service.
all
Drafts term papers, essays, book reports, theses, etc.
for
frequently using primary sources available only in the
Library of Congress! We do not actually write the finished
only $6
assignment since that would deprive the student of valuable
educational experience and defeat the very purpose for
writing for oneself in the first place. We will provide
"Your reference service
background information and bibliographies which rank
saved me much valuable
with such tools as the College Outline Series and encyclotime which I put in on
paedia reference services available only with expensive sets.
other subjects. Result: 5
Limit of one draft at small additional charge, per semester
As and 1 8."
per student in good standing. We cannot answer any
CN, Ann Arbor, Mich
question which we feel requires the advice of a doctor,
"The Vantage Point" is a lawyer, architect, engineer, or ·o ther licensed practitioner,
nor can we advise concerning your financial investments.
book put together by 5
Neither can we undertake market research or surveys or
ghost writers and edited
provide
home study courses.
by LBJ. Your reference
service is almost like my
own personal ghost writer. "
LC, Gainesville, Fla.

------------------------

"The 3 reference books
of which every student
needs personal copies
are Study Abroad, a
good dictionary and
thesaurus. I got a $10,000
4-year scholarship from
Study Abroad. "
AR, ~Berkeley, Calif.

Gentlemen: I enclose $6 for Study Abroad, :
Vacation Study Abroad and annual dues.
1
N ame - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1I
Address
I
I .
City, State
ZiP----'-1

I
Student Aid Society, PO Box 39042
I
Friendship Station, Washington, D.C. 200161

------------------------

i£
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Job Listings This Week
LISTING OF JOBS
for week of Jan. 31, 1972
SIX A RT STUDENTS FOR
SUMMER WORK in Wildwood ,
New Jersey , for sketching profiles
and portraits. Mrs. Harold J.
Holden, 5362 North 20th St.,
Phoenix, Arizona 85016.
EVENING STUDENT FOR
INVENTORY CONTROL,
Turchin 's Appliance Store,
Linden, NJ., (Ordering, detail
work). Hours flexible 9-5 or
8-4 : 30. Base salary $ 100 per
week, call 486-7800 - ask for Mr.
Turchin.
PART-TIME SELLING ON
COMMISSION, Fuller Brush, Mr.
Minion 354-3757.
SOLICITOR FOR SOUVENIR
JOURNAL, Milburn D.A.V .,
Solicit ads from $1 .00 to $40.00.
Commission 25% or $10. for each
$40. Dr. Kahn 266 Milburn Ave.,
Milburn Telephone 376-1711
February 25th deadline.
B usiness Enterprise wants
INCOME TAX INTERVIEWERS
MUST BE EXPERIENCED WITH
LONG AND SHORT FORMS , ·
KN OWLEDGE
AND
BACKGROUND WITH INCOME
TAX. Evenings call Mr. Ciccone,
Telephone 481-1280, Interview
will call on customer and compute
income tax.
A-1 Employment SERVICE 1995
Morris Avenue, Union, NJ . Mrs.
Marke 964-1300. Clerical - Light
packaging - Warehouse work, etc.
Temporary Minimum $2.00 per
hour.
Student with car to Distribute
material on nearby campuses
AND Student with car to
Distribute material on NSC
campus. Hours Flexible. Full or
Part Time. Call Morris
212-725-8565. WORLDMARK
TRAVEL INC .
DISHWASHERS KITCHEN
HELP. ECHQ LANES BOWLING

Special
Olympic
Report

ALLEY. Route 22 Mountainside.
Call Mr. Rubin or Mr. Goldberg
233-9856.
PART-TIME TYPIST, Sanders
Career Schools, 1416 Morris
Avenue, Union , N .J . Mrs.
Bermingham 964-7867.
COUNSELORS WITH LIFE
SAVING CERTIFICATE, Mrs.
Bruder. Telephone 376-1120.
GIRLS NURSERY SCHOOL
AND CAMP.
ROOM AND BOARD IN
EXCHANGE FOR BABY
SITTING WITH 3 CHILDREN
AT NIGHT. MRS . McCLOUD
(SAYREVILLE) Telephone
621-6268.
TWO YOUNG MEN ' FOR
PAINTING AND WALLPAPER .
MRS GARY KESSLER 1038
·
·
Bertram Terrace, Union, N.J . Tel.
688-5947.
BABY SITTING FOR TWO
CHILDREN . 2130 Vaux Hall
Road, Union , NJ . Mrs. Maykish

Tel. 964-7323. Sat. Nights and
some week nights occasionally.
PART-TIME WAREHOUSE
WORK DRIVING LIGHT PANEL
TRUCK IN AREA. flexible hours
7:30 to 4:30 weekdays, Saturdays
9:00 to 4:00. Agency Tile, 430
Westfield Avenue, Roselle Park,
Tel. 245-3020.
Part-Time Bookkeeper Part-time
Saturdays 8 hours. Taxicab
Company in Montclair, Steve
527-0930 (Eliz. Number).
PUBLIC OPINION STUDY , from
3 to 9 p.m. $2.25 per hour, Mrs.
Rotman at Downtowner Motel
A.J. Wood Company, Telephone
622-5000, Room 807.
Part-Time Typist. Raymond
Richards Advertising Agency , 980
Springfield Avenue , Springfield.
Telephone Sheila 366-6920.
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK
CONSUMER VALUE STORES,
314 Northwood Avenue, Linden,
N .J., Mrs. Migliorini 486-9346.

TUTORS FOR 1st to 12th Grade
Students. Reading and Math .
Areas · Union, Irvington, South
Orange, and Milburn. EBRONIX
LEARNING CENTER, Mrs.
Conroy 467-1621.
MOTHER'S HELPER. MRS.
SPIEGEL, 585 Newark Avenue ,
Elizabeth, N.J. 5 afternoons per
week Children 5½ and I year.
Telephone 289-1774.
COUNTER CLERK. FLASH
CLEANERS , 1398 Liberty
Avenue, Hillside, NJ. $2.00 per
hour, Mr. Weinstein MU8-9646 .
PART-TIME SALES - . Some
sewing experience . FABRIC
EMPORIUM 720 Morris
Turnpike , Short Hills, N.J. Mr.
Davis 467-0244. Call or apply in
person.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT ON
BOARDWALK IN OCEAN
GROVE . The Manager, North End
Hotel, 61 Main Avenue, Ocean
Grove , N.J. 07756 . Desk Clerks,

Switchboard Operators, Typists,
Secretaries, Porters, Maids,
Bellboys, Night watchman, Night
auditor and administrative
assistants.
DIVERSIONAL THERAPIST
AIDE .
WESTFIELD
CONYALESCENT HOME, 1515
Lambertsmill Road, Westfield,
NJ., Mrs. Gordon 233-9700.
Divert older patients from
themselves Crafts important active
position (wheelchaiH>).
DI SP ATCiiER FOR NIGHTS
AND WEEKENDS. UNITED OIL
COMPANY, 100 Central Avenue,
Hillside, N.J. , Mr. Jeff Vogel
965-1000.
WAITRESSES FOR SUMMER.
BEGINS MAY 20th HOMES EAD
RESTURANT
INC .
BOARDWALK AT NORTH END
OCEAN GROVE. N.J .
MRS. PAT~ICK HUGHES
MANAGER . TELEPHONE
Prospect 4-3196.

FROM: Tl:IE 1-tONORARY
DEGREE COMMITTEE
The Committee, appointed by President Weiss, has been asked to recommend
, recipients for the Honorary Degrees.
The Committee would like the help of the faculty and students in choosing those
to be honored at th.e 1972 June commencement.
Faculty and students desiring to offer recommendations for honorary degrees
should forward the names tog~ther with a short descriptive statement to Charles
J. Longacre, Division of· Field Services. Suggestions must be received on or before
Wednesday, February 9, 1972.
DETACH HERE

Name of Recipient ................................. .-................................................................
Supporting Data ......................................................................................................

(Continued from Page 11)

held at Newark State on May
20th. Chairman for the Northern
Region is Edith Resnick of the
Physical Education Department.
The college will hold a training "session for anyone interested in
the Olympics on Thursday,
February 10, at 3:00 p.m. in
D'Angola Gym .
The Special Olympics were
begun four years ago by the
J ose ph P . Kennedy , Jr.
F oundation . The goal is to
increase skill and confidence in
mentally retarded children so that
they may one day enter regular
athletic programs.

Submitted by ..........................................................................................................
Re~urn to: Charles J. Longacre, Director
Division of Field Services
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